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1 Introduction

— This paper examines morphological patterns encoding shifts in event structure, arguing that
event structure shifts associated with the same word are subject to a morphological requirement.

— Specifically, I argue that the following condition holds:

(1) No more than one event structure shift can apply to a word unless indicated by overt mor-
phology.

— Assumptions about “event structure shift” are discussed in section 2, along with a condition on
morphologically covert shift.

— It has often been noted that a derivational relationship often exists between words describing
related state, change of state (COS), and causative COS meanings (Levin 1993, Hale and Keyser
1998, Koontz-Garboden 2005, 2007a), e.g. (2).

(2) a. The glass is broken./The glass broke./Sandy broke the glass.

b. The knot is loose./The knot is loosened./Sandy loosened the knot.

— Although the paradigms in (2) extend over the same event structural space, previous research
suggests they are derived in different ways.

— Dixon (1982) argues for different kinds of stative predicates: Some are entailed to arise from
a prior event, and the words describing them are often derived from a verb that denotes such an
event. Some states may hold without a preceding event, and in these cases the stative predicate is
typically basic, with the COS meaning derived from it (see Koontz-Garboden (2005) for detailed
discussion).
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— With this distinction, and taking morphologically simple forms to correspond to semantically
underived meanings, the patterns in (2) suggest the paradigm in (2a) is based on the causative verb
break, while that in (2b) is built up from the adjective loose (Levin 1993, Levin and Rappaport
Hovav 1995, Koontz-Garboden 2005).

— In this talk, I shall be concerned mainly with the kind of meaning derivations exemplified by the
loose paradigm: i.e., when a more complex meaning is built up from a simpler meaning. I briefly
discuss paradigms of the break type in section 6.3.

— In particular, I present data from Mandarin Chinese which contrast with morphological patterns
of event structure paradigms in English and in morphologically rich languages, and suggest that a
principle such as (1) above is at work.

— For instance, instead of the entire state/COS/causative paradigm, Mandarin shows only alterna-
tion between state and COS (3)-(4).

(3) wanpan dou hen gan.
dishes all very dry
The dishes are all dry. (State)

(4) wanpan gang gan
dishes just dry
The dishes have just dried. (Change of State)

— The verb gan ‘dry’ has no causative counterpart (5a). Rather, any causative meaning must be
encoded in a resultative verb compound (RVC), with another verb describing the causing action
(5b).

(5) a.*Sanmao gan-le wanpan
Sanmao dry-PERF dishes
Intended: Sanmao dried the dishes.

b. Sanmao ca-gan-le wanpan.
Sanmao wipe-dry-PERF dishes
Sanmao wiped the dishes dry.

— I argue that the reason for this gap in Mandarin is based in morphology. Specifically, the lack
of overt morphology indicating the shift, e.g. between state and COS, renders a further shift to
causation impossible.

— In section 2, I lay out my assumptions about event structure shift. Section 3 shows that morpho-
logically overt event structure shifts may behave differently from covert shifts. Section 4 argues
that a covert shift from state to COS does exist for Mandarin. Section 5 discusses other event
structure shifts in Mandarin, including potential counterexamples to (1). Section 6 provides fur-
ther discussion of (1), and section 7 concludes the talk.

2 Event structure shift

— I make the now familiar distinction between idiosyncratic and structural components of predi-
cate meanings, e.g. Pinker’s (1989) “grammatically relevant subsystem”, Grimshaw’s (1993) “se-
mantic structure” versus “semantic content”.

— This structural component should distinguish the type of eventuality described by each predi-
cate, corresponding to the Vendler/Dowty aspectual classes (Vendler 1967, Dowty 1979), i.e. event
structures.
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— I adopt the decompositional predicate representations assumed by many researchers (Dowty
1979, Pinker 1989, Jackendoff 1990, Van Valin 1993, Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995) and the
notion that event structures take the form of certain templates (Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1998),
some relevant templates for the current work are listed below:

(6) a. [x < STATE >] (state)

b. [BECOME [x < STATE >]] (achievement i.e. COS)

c. [x CAUSE [[BECOME [y < STATE >]]] (accomplishment i.e. causative)

— Event structures may be built up on the basis of, and conforming to, available templates (Rap-
paport Hovav and Levin 1998), in monotonic fashion (meaning elements may be added but not
deleted) (Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1998, 103, Koontz-Garboden 2005, 2007a).

(7) Template Augmentation:
Event structure templates may be freely augmented up to other possible templates in the
basic inventory of event structure templates.

(Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1998: 111 (23))

(8) The Principle of Monotonic Composition (PMC)
Word meaning is constructed monotonically on the basis of event structure constants and
operators.

(Koontz-Garboden 2007a: 121 (11))

— Proposal:

(9) Morphologically covert event structure shift:
Morphologically covert event structure shift is allowed only up to the next more complex
event structure.

— That is, (10a, b) are allowed without overt morphological marking because they shift “one step”
to the next more complex event structure. (10c) is disallowed without overt morphology because
it ‘skips’ over the COS event structure.

(10) a. [x < STATE >] →[BECOME [x < STATE >]]

b. [BECOME [x < STATE >]] →[x CAUSE [[BECOME [y < STATE >]]]

c. *[x < STATE >] →[x CAUSE [[BECOME [y < STATE >]]]

— Returning to (1):
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(1) No more than one event structure shift can apply to a word unless indicated by overt mor-
phology.

— Under this proposal, the shift between stative and COS gan ‘dry’ in Mandarin is allowed, but
causative gan ‘dry’ in Mandarin would indicate a double shift, violating (1).

— In contrast, we can assume that causative loosen is derived from COS loosen, exemplifying
(10b), and in accordance with (1).

3 Morphologically overt shifts

— In many languages, related state, COS, and causative meanings are associated with a single root
morpheme, but distinguished by affixes, drawing the lines in the different ways seen in (2) above.

— With overt morphology, however, there may be multiple event structure shifts, or “two-step”
shifts.

— For instance, O’odham seems to incrementally build up the causative through a suffix (-(ji)d) on
the COS form, which in turn appears to be obtained through suffxing a vowel (at least in (11a,b)
on the stative adjective.

(11) O’odham (Hale and Keyser 1998, 92 (31))

State (adj) Inchoative Transitive
a. (s)-wegı̈ weg-i weg-i-(ji)d ‘red’
b. (s-)moik moik-a moik-a-(ji)d ‘soft’
c. (s-)’oam ’oam ’oam-a-(ji)d ‘yellow’

— In contrast, Warlpiri uses different suffixes for the COS and causative meanings. This suggests
the causative is not ‘built up’ from the COS, but is derived by a caustivizing suffix.

(12) Warlpiri (Hale and Keyser 1998, 93 (32))

a. State (noun) Inchoative Transitive
wiri wiri-jarri wiri-ma- ‘big’
maju maju-jarri maju-ma- ‘bad’

b. State Inchoative Transitive
rdilyki rdilyki-ya- rdilyki-pi ‘break’
larra larra-ya- larra-pi- ‘crack’

— Since these shifts are morphologically overt, they can “skip” from the simplest up to the most
complex event structure.
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4 The status of change of state in Mandarin

— This section argues for the assumption made above that a shift from state to COS does exist in
Mandarin (Ross 2002:347–348). That is, I show the COS meaning in (4) is grammatically encoded
and not due to pragmatic coercion (Koontz Garboden 2007), or a state describing the result of an
activity-to-accomplishment shift in ca ‘wipe’ in (5b) (Fong 1997). The examples showing state (3)
and COS (4) gan ‘dry’ are repeated below.

(3) wanpan dou hen gan.
dishes all very dry
The dishes are all dry. (State)

(4) wanpan gang gan
dishes just dry
The dishes have just dried. (Change of State)

— In general COS readings are not found in the absence of the perfective marker -le (13) or adverbs
such as gang ‘just’ (5b). (14), for instance, only has a stative reading for gan ‘dry’.

(13) wanpan gan-le
dishes dry-PERF

The dishes dried.

(14) gan wo jiu yong, bu gan wo jiu bu yong
dry 1sg JIU use not dry 1sg JIU not use
If it’s dry I will use it, if it’s not I won’t.

— Koontz-Garboden (2007a) argues for similar facts in Tongan that stative predicates take on COS
meanings through a process of pragmatic coercion. I argue, however, that in Mandarin, these COS
readings are grammatically encoded.

— First, stative predicates that do not alternate to COS readings do not occur with gang ‘just’,
despite plausible meanings that may arise, e.g. shi ‘be’ below:

(15) a. ta shi yisheng.
3sg be doctor
(S)he is a doctor.

b.*ta gang shi yisheng . . .
3sg just be doctor
Intended: (S)he has just become a doctor, . . . .

— Second, in resultative verb compounds (RVCs) (e.g. (5b) repeated below), property-denoting
stative verbs such as gan ‘dry’ (Mandarin does not show clear evidence for a class of adjectives,
hence the term stative verb) exhibit COS properties.

(5) b. Sanmao ca-gan-le wanpan.
Sanmao wipe-dry-PERF dishes
Sanmao wiped the dishes dry.

— This point can be illustrated by comparison with the ‘coverbs’ zai ‘be at’ and dao ‘arrive/to’
(16). Mandarin coverbs encode spatial notions, and are so named because they show properties of
both verbs and adpositions.

— (16) shows that, regardless of whether the adverb gang ‘just’ is present, the directional dao
‘arrive/to’ remains directional, and the locational coverb zai ‘be at’ even disallows the adverb.
(16) a. Sanmao jintian (gang) dao jia

Sanmao today just arrive home
Sanmao (just) arrived home today.

b. Sanmao jintian (*gang) zai jia
Sanmao today just be.at home
Sanmao was at home today.
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— Coverbs also participate in verb compounding, forming what may be called verb-coverb com-
pounds (VCCs). In these compounds, coverbs also retain their aspectual class (17).

(17) a. Sanmao zou-dao jie-shang.
Sanmao walk-to street-upon.
Sanmao walked onto the street.

b. Sanmao zou-zai jie-shang.
Sanmao walk-be.at street-upon.
Sanmao walked on/*onto the street.

— While zai ‘be at’ may be found in sentences with directional interpretations, this is only possible
when the verb itself licenses a directional meaning, for instance with the “assume position” sense
of verbs of spatial configuration e.g. pa ‘flop (face down)’ (18).

(18) Sanmao jixu/turan pa-zai di-shang.
Sanmao continue/suddenly flop-be.at floor-upon
Sanmao continued to flop / suddenly flopped (down) on the floor.

— Returning to the state/COS alternation, RVCs (e.g. (5b)) participate in what is called a potential
construction, where the negation morpheme bu, or the morpheme de ‘get’ is inserted between the
component verbs, either negating or questioning the attainability of the result (19a).

— Analogously, VCCs formed with the directional coverb dao can form a potential construction
(19b).

(19) a. Sanmao ca-bu-gan zhe-xie wanpan
Sanmao wipe-Neg-dry this-PL dishes
Sanmao is unable to wipe these dishes dry.

b. xuexiao tai yuan, ni zou-bu-dao de.
school too far, 2sg walk-Neg-to DE
The school is too far, you can’t get there on foot.

— In contrast, VCCs formed with zai ‘be at’ cannot (20), although the compound itself receives a
directional interpretation from the verb pa ‘flop’.

(20) Sanmao yao teng , *pa-bu-zai di-shang
Sanmao lower.back pain flop-Neg-be.at floor-upon
Sanmao has pain in his lower back, he can’t flop onto the floor

— The potential construction thus indicates whether the second member in a verbal compound
encodes a change or not (21).

(21) Item Category State/Loc Change of State/Loc Potential Constr
zai ‘be at’ Coverb + − −
dao ‘to/arrive’ Coverb − + +
gan ‘dry’ Stative verb + + +

— I thus assume Mandarin provides a regular operation that shifts state to COS meanings, at least
for property-denoting verbs such as gan ‘dry’, as in (22):

(22) [x < STATE >] →[BECOME [x < STATE >]]
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5 Other event structure shift paradigms in Mandarin

5.1 Causative of change of state

– The preceding section shows that a shift from state to COS is found in Mandarin.

– (1) does not prevent other kinds of event structure shifts, only that the same word cannot show
two shifts.

– Thus although stative verbs such as gan ‘dry’ discussed above do not show causative interpre-
tations, fundamentally COS verbs may do so. Examples include rong ‘melt’ (23), mie ‘(be) ex-
tinguish(ed)’, one interpretation of zhang ‘rise’ (for monetary values), kaishi ‘start’, jieshu ‘end’,
etc.

— Note in this case that a stative reading is not possible (23c) (although see section 5.3).

(23) a. bing-shan rong-le
ice-mountain melt-PERF
The glacier melted. (COS)

b. zhe yi xiao, hao-si chun-feng rong-le jian bing
this one smile as.if spring-breeze melt-PERF hard ice
This smile was as if a spring breeze had melted hard ice. (Causative)
www.2qidian.com/modules/article/txtarticle.php?id=13384

c.*zhe tan xue hen rong
this pool snow very melted
Intended: This pool of snow is very melted. (*State)1

(24) a. zu-jin zhang-le
rent-money rise-PERF

Rents have risen.

b. fangdong zhang-le fangzu
landlord rise-LE home-rent
The landlord raised the rent.

c.*fangzu hen zhang
rents very rise

1Although in attributive position a result state reading is possible (see discussion in section 5.3.1):
yi chi rong-xue
one pool melted-snow
a pool of melted snow
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5.2 Causative of change of location

— A small set of directed motion verbs such as jin ‘enter’, chu ‘exit’, shang ‘ascend’, xia ‘descend’
also seem to allow a limited shift to a causative meaning (25), a point hitherto unnoticed in the
literature on Mandarin.
(25) a. huo jin-le guankou

goods enter-PERF customs
The goods have entered customs.

b. Sanmao jin-le yi pi huo
Sanmao enter-PERF one CL goods
Sanmao brought in (stocked up on) some goods.

— Again there is no state/locational counterpart to this pattern: the only way to predicate location
of the goods is to use zai ‘be at’.

5.3 Reconciling exceptions

— There are two sets of systematic exceptions to the principle in (1). One involves causative read-
ings of property-denoting stative verbs such as gan ‘dry’, po ‘broken’ etc. in nominal compounds.
The other involves verbs that exhibit a full state-COS-causative paradigm. I discuss each in turn
and show that they can be reconciled with (1).

5.3.1 Causative readings of property-denoting verbs: bound morphemes

— As shown above, property-denoting verbs such as gan ‘dry’ show both stative and COS read-
ings, but cannot be used causatively in isolation.

— Yet these verbs show causative readings in a certain environment: nominal compounds which
name entities according to their intended function. Examples include:

(26) a. gan yi ji ‘dryer: lit. dry clothes machine’;

b. sui zhi ji ‘shredder lit. shatter paper machine’;

c. jie mian ru ‘facial cleanser lit clean face milk’;

d. shuang shen fen ‘talcum powder lit refresh body powder’;

e. fei zhu fen ‘pig fattener lit fat(ten) pig powder’;

f. ruan gu san ‘bone softener (a poison found in martial arts fiction) lit soft(en) bone pow-
der’

— This is the only environment which productively licenses causative interpretations for such
verbs.

— These readings are indeed causative, forming a potential counterexample to (1). I propose these
causative verbs are bound morphemes, which must occur in a V-Obj compound. This is because:
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— Some of these verbs do not occur in isolation even with non-causative meanings, e.g. jie ‘clean’
(27):

(27) a.*cesuo hen jie
toilet very clean-
Intended: The toilet is clean. (State)

b.*cesuo jie-le
toilet clean-PERF
Intended: The toilet got clean. (COS)

c.*Sanmao jie-le cesuo
Sanmao clean-PERF toilet
Intended: Sanmao cleaned the toilet. (Causative)

— The V-Obj sequences thus formed must be disyllabic, although the nominals involved do not oc-
cur as monosyllabic words. The second syllable of the nominal (parenthesized) is usually required
in other contexts. Thus the object nominal is also a bound morpheme.

(28) a. jie-ce(*suo) ji
clean-toilet solution
toilet cleaner

b. gan-yi(*fu) ji
dry-clothes machine
clothes dryer

c. ruan-gu(*tou) san
soft-bone powder
bone softener

— These facts suggest an separate treatment for these causative uses of property-denoting verbs
apart from the state-COS paradigm. These causative versions are bound morphemes.

— Returning to (1), these examples are actually allowed because (1) is stated over words and not
morphemes. Since these causative uses correspond to bound morphemes, they do not constitute
words in their own right, but rather form a word with the object noun.

5.3.2 State/result pairs

— Certain verbs exhibit the full state/COS/causative paradigm, e.g. kaifang ‘open (up)’ as shown
below:

(29) a. shehui hen kaifang
society very open
(The) society is very liberal (lit. open).

b. shehui kaifang-le
society open-PERF
Society has become liberal (lit. opened up)

c. xin zhengce kaifang-le shehui
new policy open-PERF society
The new policies have liberalized (lit. opened up) society.

— If we interpret (1) as a condition on morphological paradigms, (29) would be a clear counterex-
ample. (29) can be reconciled with (1) if, however, we interpret (1) as a condition on derivational
relations between morphemes.
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— Taking (1) to be a condition on zero derivation, I propose that verbs such as kaifang come in
both fundamentally stative and causastive forms.

— That is, the lexicon lists both [V.statekaifang] ‘open/liberal’, and [V.causkaifang] ‘open up/liberalize’.

— Two factors support this interpretation:

— First, the availability of all three event structures (as main verbs) seems restricted to these
bimorphemic verbs that are largely related to “political speak”, which tends to fall into the formal
register. A regular causative alternation of stative verbs was available in Classical Chinese (Wang
1980/2004:433ff). The formal register of Modern Mandarin, especially the written language, tends
to utilize many archaic forms (Chen 1999:82-84). So patterns such as (29) should be considered
exceptional, and as a reflex of a particular register, rather than as available by rule in the language.

— Second, while property-denoting verbs such as gan ‘dry’ in their main verb uses pattern con-
sistently as a class, complex verbs such as kaifang are more idiosyncratic. As noted above, those
verbs that describe political notions tend to show the entire range of meanings, but other verbs with
similar forms do not, nor do they always exhibit the same kind of event structure. Some examples
are provided in Table 1 below. These compounds are typically formed with two accomplishment
verbs, and are glossed accordingly.2

Compound Morpheme gloss Word gloss Event structure(s)
feng-bi seal-shut closed, conservative all
jie-fang release (knots)-release (captives) liberal(ized) all
shi-fang release (captives or loads)-release release caus only
duan-zheng hold.straight-upright proper, upright all
bao-shou defend-guard conservative state/COS? only
bao-zheng defend-prove guarantee caus only
shou-cang keep-hide collect (artifacts of value) caus only
meng-bi obscure-cover confuse caus only
yin-bi hide-cover hidden all (caus in military context)3

— Given the variety of possibilities for the event structures associated with these verbs, it seems
at least possible that they are particular to the verb at hand and individually listed.

6 Discussion

Given the morphologically impoverished nature of Mandarin and the difficulty of distinguishing
its lexical categories, some questions remain about the best way to state (1), repeated below.

(1) No more than one event structure shift can apply to a word unless indicated by overt mor-
phology.

2In Table 1, fang is also homophonous with, and shares the same character, as the verb meaning ‘put’.
3i.e. to take cover.
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6.1 Category change as overt morphology?

— The verb/adjective distinction in English is not always overtly encoded, leading to state/COS/causative
paradigms for words such as clear, slow, narrow, dry(!) etc.

(30) a. The screen was clear.

b. The screen cleared.

c. The programmer cleared the screen.

— Since a categorial difference is present between (30a) and (30b,c) despite the lack of morpho-
logical indication, (30) arguably still obeys (1), since presumably an adjective is a different word
from a verb.

— Alternatively, one could regard category shift as “overt morphology”. Under this interpretation,
[A clear] and [V clear] would be morphologically distinct.

6.2 Verbs of spatial configuration

— Verbs of spatial configuration e.g. sit, stand, lie, hang etc. provide a window for observing
event structure patterns within a single lexical category.

— Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) note that verbs of spatial configuration show several senses.
With agentive participants, they show a maintain position (31a) and an assume position sense
(31b). In these cases, the location of the participant is optionally expressed. A simple position
sense is also found with non-agentive participants (32), but here the location phrase is obligatory.

(31) a. Yvonne stood alone (in the hallway) for six hours.

b. Yvonne stood up.

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 127)

(32) a. The statue stood *(in the corner).

b. The purse lay *(on the table).

c. The picture is hanging *(on the wall).

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 127 (107))

— In addition, some of these verbs show a transitive variant, which describes an entity being placed
at a certain location in the relevant spatial configuration (Levin 1993:112) (33).

(33) a. The usher sat the guests in the first row.
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(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 129 (110a))

b. They stood the statue of Jefferson on the pedestal.

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 128 (109b))

— These seem at first blush to violate (1), since at least those cases involving agentive participants
seem to show three event structures for the same verb. Closer examination suggests otherwise,
however. Some languages provide support for (1) in showing clear morphological distinctions
between the three senses. I discuss these below before turning to English, where the situation is
less clear cut, but is nonetheless reconciliable with the current proposal.

6.2.1 All three senses morphologically distinguished

— In many languages spatial configuration verbs distinguish morphologically between the various
senses involving an agentive theme discussed above.

— The Slavic languages morphologically distinguish all three senses for “verbs of body position”
(Johnson 1968). (34) shows the forms encoding the different senses of sit in Serbian.4

(34) Serbian (from Johnson (1968:131))

Aspect Maintain pos. Assume pos. Causative
Imperf sedeti sedati posadjivati (sadjati)

-sedavati -sedati -sadjivati
Perf -sedeti sesti (sednuti) posaditi

— In Spanish, the causative form is basic. The assume position sense is derived through reflex-
ivization, and the stative through suffixing the past participle ending, occurring with the verb for
to be. (Talmy 1985:87).

(35) a. acosté el niño
I laid down the child
I laid the child down.

b. Me acosté
myself I laid down
I lay down.

c. Estaba acostado
I was laid down
I lay (there).

(Talmy 1985: 87 (35))

— German also distinguishes all three, showing independent stative forms and causative forms
e.g. liegen ‘lie’ and sitzen ‘sit’ with corresponding legen, setzen, with the assume position sense
derived through reflexivization of the causative form: sich legen, sich setzen (Talmy 1985:88).

4A preceding hyphen indicates a prefixed verb form.
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6.2.2 Three senses, one shift

— Returning to the English examples, I argue for patterns such as (36) that only one event structure
shift is exemplified although three meanings are available.

(36) a. Little Miss Muffet sat on a tuffet. (maintain/assume pos)

b. The usher sat the guests in the first row. (causative)

— As Levin (1993:113,256) and Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995:128-131) note, the causative
meanings in (33) cannot be said to participate in an inchoative (COS)/causative alternation with
assume position meanings in the same way as verbs such as break.

— First, the causative meaning does not require the theme to be animate, which the assume position
sense requires.

— Second, the causative sense should be distinguished from the assume position and maintain
position senses in that it does not mean “cause the theme to assume the position described by
the verb”, but rather “cause the theme to change location”, additionally specifying the spatial
configuration of the theme relative to that location.

— Thus the causative version must occur with a locative PP (37a, b) (or an aspectual particle, see
below), whereas for the intransitive versions the locative PP is optional (31).

(37) a. The usher sat the guests in the first row.

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 129 (110a))

b.*The usher sat the guests.

— I thus propose that the maintain/assume position senses of verbs such as sit and stand exem-
plify an event structure shift, but their causative version involves a different, if related, conceptual
meaning. This proposal receives support from two points.

— First, sit and stand are somewhat exceptional in showing all three senses. Other spatial config-
uration verbs, e.g. kneel, squat, stoop, etc. rarely, if ever, allow the causative sense.

— Second, the causative sense is sometimes encoded with a different verb form, e.g. lie does not
show the causative sense, which is encoded by lay (Talmy 1985:86).

(38) a. She lay there all during the program.

b. She lay down there when the program began.

c. He laid her down there when the program began.

(Talmy 1985: 86 (33))
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— These data suggest the causative sense is not derived from an event structure shift from say, the
assume position sense.

— Finally, the causative sense of spatial configuration verbs may show up with an aspectual particle
(39a).

(39) a. The usher sat the guests down. (causative)

b. Little Miss Muffet sat down. (COS only)

— In this case, an event structure shift from COS to causative can be said to have applied from
intransitive V+particle. This is because both intransitive and transitive sit down encode the same
change of state/position sense. But note that a stative reading is not allowed for V+particle.

— To sum up, despite the range of meanings they exhibit, verbs of spatial configuration also seem
consistent with the current proposal.

6.3 Detransitivizing operations

— It is well-known that detransitivizing operations are also found in many languages, deriving
ostensibly simpler event structures from more complex ones, in apparent violation of the principle
of monotonic composition e.g.

(40) O’odham (Hale and Keyser 1998, 95 (34))

Transitive Detransitive (reflexive)
mulin e-mulin ‘break’
hain ’e-hain ‘shatter’
kuup ’e-kuup ‘close’
kuupi’ok ’e-kuupi’ok ‘open’

(41) Tongan (Koontz-Garboden 2005, (3))

a. pelu ‘cause become bent’ (causative COS)
b. ma-pelu ‘become bent’ (non-causative COS)

— In defence of monotonicity, various researchers have proposed that event structure remains
unchanged in such cases, locating the alternation elsewhere.

— For instance, returning to (2b), Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995:108) propose that COS break
been is derived from causative break through lexical binding of the agent, and that the causative
event structure is still present for COS break. In similar vein, Koontz-Garboden (2007b:223-227)
provides a formal treatment of anticausativization in Spanish as reflexivization. (See also Croft
(1990) for similar assumptions concerning COS and stative predicates derived from causatives.)

— Under such an approach, the break pattern (and indeed, other detransitivization patterns) is,
strictly speaking, not an event structure shift, and is not directly relevant to the current proposal.
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7 Conclusions

— Polysemy is a frequently-encountered phenomenon in natural language, but many kinds of
polysemy are associated with the conceptual content of the relevant word.

— Event structure, however, is typically assumed to be part of the grammatical meaning of a
verb (Pinker 1989, Grimshaw 1993, Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1998 etc.), and thus the kind
of polysemy embodied by event structure shift is likely to provide insights into grammatically-
encoded meaning.

— As noted above, event structure shift in many languages is overtly indicated with morphological
devices (Haspelmath 1993, Hale and Keyser 1998, Koontz Garboden 2005, 2007). This does not
seem to be the case for polysemies of conceptual meaning, suggesting that ‘invisible’ shifts in
grammatically-encoded meaning are rather more restricted.

— If so, these restrictions should also be present in languages with different kinds of resources
available. In other words, if a shift in event structure must be morphologically indicated in some
way, what effect would such a requirement have on languages with few morphological resources?

— The principle in (1), repeated below, coupled with the condition on morphologically covert
event structure shift (9), make a first step towards discovering these restrictions.

(1) No more than one event structure shift can apply to a word unless indicated by overt mor-
phology.

(9) Morphologically covert event structure shift is allowed only up to the next more complex
event structure.

— Of course, as the discussion above shows, the correctness of (1) is hardly obvious, and still
requires much empirical and theoretical investigation. Nevertheless, it seems to be a hypothesis
worth exploring.

— Previous studies of event structure paradigms have been largely concerned with identifying the
basic member of the paradigm. While important,

— While clearly important, these goals have led to a greater focus on languages with complex
morphological systems.

— My proposal highlights the need to consider languages where morphology is less plentiful.
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